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Your message burns in my heart and bones, and I cannot keep silent. (Jeremiah 20:9)
The testimony of JESUS is the spirit of the prophecy. (Revelation 19:10c)
by – Stuart H. Pouliot
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“Come Out!” “Crossing Over!” (Word)
With a national election in the US just days away and given the sorry state of affairs we find ourselves in,
some are saying this will be the last election this nation will have, while others are saying this is the most
important election in the history of our nation. In previous “insights”, I have offered what I believe the
Lord has shown me in regard to where we are on God’s timeline. One word in particular stands out ─ a
great storm. This word first came to me 22 years ago (and emphasized since then) through a dream in
which I saw the glory of God over the earth and heard: Our God reigns! We are in that storm, and God
will prove His word to the nations through this great event.
See: A Great Storm Coming ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p2.pdf
The good news is that we are near the end of an age that will lead to the open manifestation of the
kingdom of our Lord, punctuated by His anticipated arrival. A new age is coming in which there will be a
new world order; the divine order of God will begin to engulf the nations as the earth is immersed in the
glory of God as King Jesus reigns over the nations with His scepter of truth, along with His conquering body
of faithful followers. King Jesus is coming!
As Paul would remind us if he were with us today, we need to set our minds or affections on above where
our Lord is seated at the right hand of God. This does not mean we are to expect to fly off this earth into
heaven one day. No! We are waiting for our Savior to come from heaven (that is, God’s dimension) to
transform us into the body of His glory. Stated another way: we are to be disposed to Christ, meaning our
focus, expectation, and very being are to be totally caught up in the Son of God’s love, our Lord Jesus.
Now, if you are with me on these opening points, here is the question: Why are so many of the Lord’s
people setting their minds on this election, which has become a national obsession, as if government and
whoever (i.e., president) or whatever (i.e., party) has the seat of power is going to rescue us from what
we perceive ails us or to deliver us into what we demand is our right to have? Government itself has
become a national obsession and, sadly, the perceived answer to all our problems. Do you honestly believe
that more laws and regulations from a corrupt system are going to make our lives better? Has the office
of the President of the US become the nation’s rescuer, as if whoever occupies the office is a savior? To
be clear: this applies to both the left and the right, the blue and the red. Is not this obsession idolatry that
looks more like a cultish religion (with its rituals to install its gods on their thrones), on one level, and
mirrors ancient Judah and its religious leaders in the days of Jesus, on another level? You decide!
Regarding the latter, the media are likened to the scribes and the politicians to the Pharisees. We know
what Jesus had to say about them: Woe to you!
There’s a part of me that wants to go down this road and elaborate on these points but I feel restrained
to do so, so I’ll leave the discerning to ponder the above and fill in the gaps. The point is that the US
government (and others around the world) that we have lived under for some time now is crumbling, and
yet the people continue to hold out hope that their vote is going to change the course for their betterment
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in a world of corruption. The good news is that God is cutting the cords of falsehood that have been
attached to the American people as He pounds the fortresses of corrupt government.
See: Cords of Falsehood ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p10.pdf
Hammer: Pounding the Fortresses ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p9.pdf
As believers, our perspective should not be based on political slogans (i.e., Make America Great Again or
Build Back Better), but about making way for the open manifestation of the King and His kingdom, which
is the best and most glorious form of leadership one could ever imagine or hope for. We don’t need a
slogan, for we have a declaration: The kingdom of this world has become our Lord’s kingdom and He
reigns over all. We must agree with God the Father: I have installed My King upon Zion, My holy
mountain (i.e. holy kingdom). God reigns through His Son now! We need to stop putting this declaration
out into the future and start declaring it as the present reality. We obviously do not see it in its full
manifestation, but it is nonetheless a fact. Soon the nations of the world will not only see the kingdom of
God but experience the glory of it as God’s glory fills the earth.
Only in the kingdom of God is there true freedom and all that goes along with it. As the Lord’s people, this
is what we are to set our minds on. Be disposed to the King and His kingdom that has progressively come
from heaven, bringing God’s perfect will to bear on earth.
Now, as I inquired of the Lord about the current global situation and the upcoming election, two words
came to me. On October 21, I heard: Come out. Four days later, on October 25, I heard: Crossing over.
Clearly, these words go hand-in-hand, since one has to come out of a certain place or position in order to
cross over to a new place or position.
There are two references that come to mind regarding this first word, both of which refer to the same
thing. Leading up to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD, the Hebrew believers were exhorted to go
outside the camp where Jesus was crucified. The religious system called Judaism threw their Messiah and
King outside their camp and demanded His death. The earthly Jerusalem was a foreshadow of the
heavenly Jerusalem that God had in mind right from the beginning. New Jerusalem was drawing near as
she waited for the glory of the old Jerusalem that stood in the land to completely fade away. When Titus
took down the old, New Jerusalem came into view in all her glory.
Now then, we may be coming out to Him outside the camp, carrying His reproach. For here we are
not having a permanent city, but we are seeking for the one which is impending. (Hebrews 13:1314 CLV [bold added])
But ye have come to mount Zion; and to the city of the living God, heavenly Jerusalem… (Hebrews
12:22 Darby [bold added])
This dove-tails with John’s Patmos revelation as the voice from heaven said: Come out of her, my people,
so that you may not share in her sins and suffer from her plagues (Revelation 18:4). This was a warning
to flee Jerusalem and the surrounding areas to avoid being caught up in the coming destruction that
occurred from 66-70 AD. John likened Jerusalem to Babylon.
How does this relate to us today? Without going into all the schools of eschatological thought swirling
around the book of Revelation, I net it out simply as this: The nations of the world have a beast-like
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nature; they are earthly, carnal systems that place heavy loads on the people and strive to progressively
bring them into bondage and make them beholden to their systems. Adding to this is the fact that
Christendom itself (not what Christ is building) has ridden this beast system and progressively sought to
enslave people into its own religious, institutionalized system.
It seems as if many are holding on to a Christian religion that is fashioned after the old covenant in its
ways and practices and, in some measure, doctrines. We were not begotten to a religion but to a living
and vibrant relationship with a person, the Lord Jesus, who is our life and expectation. In the Father’s
eyes, we have no life apart from His Son and we have no part in God apart from His Son. All things are
summed up in Him! Isn’t it time for us to live His life in its fullest measure possible, acknowledging Him as
the ingenerate Word within us and living out this word in a world that has grown mighty dark?
See: What Do You Do? ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p106.pdf
With Christ Jesus in view, why is it that so many apparent Christians, especially in the US, are looking to a
corrupt, failing, and judged government to guarantee their freedoms and support their causes (righteous
or otherwise)? Come out of it so that you are not subject to the pounding of its fortresses by the mighty
hand of God. Our hope is not in man’s systems, even its governmental systems. Government authority
was instituted to keep order in a world of harmful behavior (i.e., sin), but what happens when government
itself becomes corrupted? The answer is that God Himself, who raises up and takes down all authority,
must step in and deal with the corruption, especially if it is leading toward something that could destroy
the human race. This is at the heart of King Jesus ruling with a rod of iron. What is a rod of iron? Here’s a
hint: it pertains to truth. Corruption is built on lies; truth is a foundation of God’s kingdom.
See: Rod of Iron: Scepter of Truth ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/tuc/tuc728.pdf
It is time to wake up and come out of all that stands in opposition to Christ Jesus, our Lord and King.
Obviously, we cannot literally extricate ourselves from the world, but we can spiritually do so with a whole
heart for God, His Son, and the kingdom of God. This is a matter of the heart. We must stop looking to
man and his failed systems to solve the problems that have plagued humanity for centuries that are
sourced in the heart of man: The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately sick; who can
understand it (Jeremiah 17:9). It is time for our heart and mind to be fully set on our Lord Jesus!
As a sidenote, the decision to vote or not to vote, or who to vote for in this election is between you and
the Lord. As I see it, God could have some vote and others not vote in order to bring about a certain
outcome. The more important point is: Where is your loyalty? Is your heart and mind set on Christ and His
righteousness? Are you inspired to come out of man’s corrupt plan to embrace all that is in accord with
God’s plan and purpose? Do you even know God’s ultimate purpose of all in all? Have you seen that Jesus
is central and supreme in God’s plan and, without Him, there is no plan? So many questions could be
asked, but I’ll leave these few with you to ponder.
See: Where is Your Loyalty? ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p89.pdf
Before moving on to the second word, there is one more thing that keeps coming to me, and it is in regard
to wearing masks and isolation from others. I have not hidden my concerns over wearing masks, especially
as a sign of bondage to a corrupt system and its potential adverse effects on health in general. Each of us
has to decide for ourselves how much of this we will go along with. However, looking at it from the
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standpoint of God’s judgment, perhaps masks and isolation are a signpost on the highway to the kingdom
of our Lord ─ a sign that a full separation from the kingdom of this world is going to manifest as the world
begins to enter into the open manifestation of the kingdom of God. So, on the one hand, masks and
isolation are part of evil’s plot to bring humanity into greater bondage, but, on the other hand, these
things could signify God’s plan to separate humanity from evil. Just some thoughts.
Now, the second word of crossing over is one that my wife and I personally experienced in type eight years
ago. I won’t recount the entire story; but the point is, we saw God’s plan to bring His people into the
promise of new-creation bodies (promised land), and it involved crossing over as typified by Joshua and
company crossing over the Jordan after their forty-year wilderness journey.
See: Look for the Signs ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p34.pdf
Behold, the ark of the covenant of the Lord of all the earth is crossing over ahead of you into the
Jordan. (Joshua 3:11 NASB [bold italic added])
In Hebrew, crossing over is the word abar, which is the primitive root word from which Eber's name is
derived. Eber (from across, beyond) defines the meaning of the name Hebrew as one who crosses over. As
the Lord’s people, we are Hebrews, ones who cross over from the world system of man to the kingdom of
God’s Son.
Abar is made up of the following Hebrew words, with a gematria of 272:
Resh (200) meaning "Head, Leader"
Beth (2) meaning "A Tent, House"
Ayin (70) meaning "An Eye = to know, see, look, manifest"
Putting these meanings together, could we not form the expression manifest (see) the house of the leader
(Head) or manifestation of the leader of the house (whose house we are)? In other words, in crossing over,
the Head (i.e., King Jesus) is manifested in victory and glory. Perhaps this is seen in the multiplication
factors of the number 272 itself—16 times 17 equals 272. The number 16 signifies love, and the number
17 signifies victory.
My fellow brethren, this is what crossing over is all about. It is crossing over into the full victory of King
Jesus, and preceding this is a coming out. Our Joshua is coming to lead us into all His promises, embedded
in love and manifested in victory. He is Shiloh ─ the peacemaker and unitymaker!
See: Until Shiloh Comes ─ https://kingdomandglory.com/art/art66.pdf
Until that glorious day, let us go out to Him who stands outside all the corruption of the world systems as
the judge of all. To stress again ─ coming out is a matter of the heart and mind. His realm is not sourced
in the kingdom of the world, which is destined to be fully replaced as it is transformed into the kingdom
of our Lord and of His Christ. Why hold onto something that is fading and being made obsolete? The Jordan
is being stopped up at Adam (carnal nature; Joshua 3:16) so that God’s holy people in the last Adam can
safely cross over fully into the image of His Son.
Let us come out in preparation for the crossing over into glory. It is time! Do not delay!
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